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Author Comments You Don't Have to Be Dead to Play This Game GAME DESCRIPTION———— Another entry in the zombie society series. The zombies conquered the world, and they created their own society. It's a lot of fun, but even the zombie society has its criminals! Meet Marg, an undead private investigator, and his partner Gwen, and help them solve the case at hand at this funny point and click
adventure! Interrogate suspects, find clues and combine them as if they were items in your inventory, form your own deductions and find the culprit... or blame the wrong zombies! FEATURES—————— - Voice game! (sort of) - Instant translation from zombies to English (keep in mind: zombies tend to speak brain a lot!) - Hint system that will give you a hand when you're stuck (just talk to Ghvnn) - a
deduction system that will make you use your brain! - different endings depending on your choice - pixelated original art - a complete step-by-step guide (you'll find it in the options panel) AUTHOR'S NOTES------------------- Hello guys!! In this game you will find a major update to the deaduction system. You have always been very kind to my games, and for that I sincerely thank you. But many of you have
complained that the deaduction system was not clear enough, so I hope this new update will solve this problem. Now go help Marga solve his first murder case! Newgrounds accounts are free and registered users see fewer ads! Big game as always. The hint problem has yet to be solved, which is extremely disappointing I hope it is fixed in future games. Thank God I don't have to be dead to play phew
10/10 loved this and this whole series! Finally solve the case took me 3 days, but so many fingers pointing high score Muja replies: Great job! Great fun! It was also interesting to see the actual murder case in the zombie society Muja responds: Thank you! played most of the game then I came back and its still great. That's great. 11/9 Muja replies: Thank you so much for your kind support! Page 2 Solve
some puzzles with logical gates! This is here a game rootin' tootin' cowboy shootin' text adventure! Puzzle game is about turning cubes into stone dots and click detective adventure! Find the clues, combine them and solve the case ... Or there is no back and forth power game to destroy another astral object from your planet! A short puzzle game about swapping places with blocks. Find out which room your
pets are in by studying the evidence. A short puzzle game about duplicating blocks by pushing them to the 3D puzzle game I'm developing for Oculus Go. Help Kelin find something to eat and deliver an old house item in the rain. Super-speed jetpack platformer! Made for Jam 5 Game Factory. Black and white high-precision platformer with fire and water. This time, It's really just a Tic game Toe cute retro
version of the classic chess minimalist action puzzle game you haven't survived the zombie apocalypse. Choose your own adventure, noir-inspired RPG. Save Save From the devastating plague, venturing into the castle of Erynion Dead Detective is part of the zombie society series Interactales. Congregation. Newgrounds. Table Contents Other ends the cemetery Interacting hat on the grave of Marga
(Hat) Move to the right - At the Gate Talk - So, what's the news? Interaction - Choose a hat in a suitcase Marga (No. 2 Neuroses) - Give the neuro from Marga's suitcase in Old Knock (newspaper) - Open the newspaper in Marga's suitcase. Hover over the photo in the newspaper to read the news. A museum sponsored by the Hellek Foundation is about to open. Move to the left - Marga's office Why did you
come to me and not to the police? You don't want to go to the police, do you? The police are not interested in your problem, am I right? (B) Combine Keys and Interpret Deductions 1. Mr. Miscaca has a cane. Why? As a zombie, he didn't really need it, and Mr. Mitsk couldn't tell how old Ol'Knock is actually 2. I've seen Mr. Mitsk give generous advice to Ol' Knock and Mr. Mitsk willing to hire a private Money
detective is not a problem for Mr. Mitsk (I) Mr. Mitsk desperately and willing to spend all his money 3. Mr. Mithsk says the police will not investigate his case. The only explanation is ... The crime has little value for the police (I) the police already have their hands full and can not help Mitsk Conclusion Mr. Mitsk wants me to find something that has great sentimental value to him - Office Marga Interact Open
the right box of a glass cabinet (one with books). (Press Pass) Move Leave the office for the brain to eat and enter the restaurant. Brain for Food Talk - What a Thief steal, exactly? - Do you suspect anyone, even remotely? Are there any witnesses? (Evidence) Move straight to kitchen and Kitchen Talk - you were there when the robbery happened. What happened? - Can you recognize the thief?
Conversation: Snjagr Heleek, Philanthrophist, offered a large amount of money for the Mitsk ID card (evidence, proof) Interact Fridge (evidence) Note: Interaction with the refrigerator again closes its Strange mark on the wall near the window of the refrigerator (evidence) over the strange brand (evidence) Move Leave the kitchen Brain for food selection Good, fine conversation: Mr. Mitzk Snjagr, the cook,
denies that he is present at the meeting. At the front of the store, hover over the middle of the left screen until the cursor becomes a hand pointing upwards. Click to get around the restaurant - Behind the brain for food interaction - Trash can be closer to the window (evidence) - Wall - Manhole Combine Keys Given the jump he made, the thief must be very nimble - the thief was trained and well equipped
(place) Moving Return to the store front. 'Easter egg': Back at the back of the restaurant again after the scene cut, you'll see that the brain in the bin is missing. Gwnn is really predatory ... Food Talk: Mustachioed Guy Snjagr likes to work at Mitsk's restaurant (evidence) Move vacation and head to the Heleek Foundation ' Outside the Heleek Foundation interact using the press pass in Marg's suitcase on
guard. Select... The shampoo she uses for her fabulous hair... Her favorite kind of food ... The last car she bought ... The opening of her new museum (to) ... Her initiative concerning charity for dirty zombies ... Why she chose such an eerie logo - Heleek's Pick Foundation depending on whether, of course, we are journalists! I see that you are not cheating: Heleek - Heleek, philanthropist, offered a large sum
of money for the ID card Mitsk (evidence) - Snjagr, the cook, denies that is present at the meeting between Mitsk and Heleek (evidence) Move Go to drinking dead. - Drinking Dead Talk: Talking Dead I need your help to identify a certain thief Nobody that I know about Yes, he hit Gwynne with a taser (I) Yes, I'm sure he had a gun He ran through the hatch so as not to leave any trace (I) He climbed a very
high wall I do not know how he escaped, but he left no trace I do not know anything else. Not sure he was probably very hungry because he robbed a restaurant, which I know for sure, that he is very nimble (I) (phone number) Move go to the office and office interaction Use the phone on the table. Wait till Marga answers the call. Did you rob the Brain restaurant for food? Hello, I'm a secret fan I have a little
job for you. Zero risk, high reward (I) Moving Back to Drinking Dead - Drinking Dead Don't Talk to Awk Sewer or Let It See Marg. Wait for him to leave and follow him to the next card on the left. Outside the sewer Awk's House Interact - Trash Can - Give the neuro in Marga's suitcase to a man in a trash can. Conversation: The man in the basket may have been robbing half an hour before midnight (evidence)
The Combine Keys robbery happened half an hour before midnight - According to neighbor Sewer Awk, on the day of the theft he returned home shortly after midnight Interaction Door Talk: Gwnn Hey, Gwne. Could you keep the thief busy for a while? Interact Climbing in the Awk House through the window - Awk's Canalia House Interaction - Carpet to the right of the chair - Use the gun in Marga's suitcase
on the hatch. - Use a gun on the red rope holding the Gong. - Use a gun on gong. Conversation: Gwnn Gwnn, can you close the window? Note: To combine or consider hints and deductions, open the book in the drop-off box. Combine The Keys and interpret the deductions 1. Snjagr has the highest respect for Mr. Mitsk as he saved him from poverty - Snjagr likes to work in the restaurant Mitsk Snjagr very
attached to his work in the restaurant (I) Chef as Snjagr will have no problem in finding another job 2. Snjagr, the chef, denies attending the meeting between Mitsk and Heleek and and Mitsk and confirm Snjagr attended their meeting Snjagr attended the meeting Snjagr attended the meeting. He knows about the offer of Heleek (i) Snjagr Snjagr take care of the meeting and don't even remember to be there
3. Heleek, a philanthropist, offered a large sum of money for the ID card Mitsk and Mitsk, probably going to accept the offer Heleek Heleek had no motive to steal the id card Mr. Mitsk (I) Heleek changed his mind and did not want to spend all this money 4. I found a pack of frozen brains in Avak's house. It was very similar to the ones that were stolen from the Mitsk restaurant This is proof that Awk stole
some brains from the fridge Anyone can buy a pack of frozen brains in the supermarket (I) 5. Awk had no real benefit to Mr. Mitsk's identity card, so what is his real motive? Why did he rob a restaurant? Awk was hired by someone to commit a robbery (I) Awk was just hungry. That's why he robbed Restaurant 6. Gwnn was guarding the restaurant when the theft occurred - Gwnn has a predatory appetite
Gwnn couldn't resist the temptation to eat the brains of (I) Gwnn didn't eat the brains because the thief beat him to 7. A large fridge in the restaurant's kitchen was emptied - a thief escaped from a window in the kitchen of Vvne's Kitchen. Chef Mithsk did not want to involve the police - Correct Mithsk was robbed item with sentimental value - Correct Snjagr hired a thief to steal Mr. Mietsk's ID card - Correct
Gwnn ate frozen brains - Correct final score: 7/7 Table contents Other endings zs dead detective - pumpkin dead walkthrough. zs dead detective walls can bleed walkthrough. zs dead detective - rats in a hole walkthrough. zs dead detective roving eyes walkthrough. zs dead detective - a curse in disguise walkthrough. zs dead detective - graves & secrets walkthrough. zs dead detective vs nine deaths cat
walkthrough. zs dead detective brain drain walkthrough
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